GETSTARTED

Paperback Books

FIRSTSTEPS

1. If you don’t already have a Vervante Author Account, please establish one here. It’s quick and easy.
2. Need a quote? Send us an email at customerservice@vervante.com and let us know the specifications
(page size, page count, binding method) for your book and we’ll be happy to provide you with a quote.
3. If you would like to see examples of perfect bound books, or books with other binding styles, you can
order real-life samples of a variety of books that will help inspire your creative brilliance by clicking here.

EXPERTTIPS
Print Files: Once you are ready to get your book published and distributed, we need one PDF of the text.
If there are no bleeds on the pages, we need a PDF of the text that is either set up as the exact page size or
centered on the page with crop marks. If there are bleeds on the text pages, please add crop marks. The PDF
should be set up as a continuous single page PDF.
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Your dream of publishing a book deserves to become reality. If you
have a book you have written and you believe in that book, you should
publish it. Just imagine the feeling of finally holding your book in your
hands and selling copies, presenting it to clients or gifting it to friends
and family. It’s time to put yourself in the driver’s seat and start taking
the steps to make your dream a reality.
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We at Vervante are here to guide you effortlessly through the process of
taking the leap from writing a manuscript to publishing a book. Yes, it
can seem overwhelming at first. There are entire shelves at bookstores
filled with encyclopedia-like books about self-publishing. Go online and
you’ll find even more. However, it is not as complicated as you may have
heard or perhaps experienced.
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This book will help you make sense of the little details that often boggle
writers. With our guidance, you will be able to check off all the details
in a day — and at a fraction of the price if you had tried to do it on your
own.
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First, we will help clarify the process of self-publishing, addressing important issues to be aware of and best practices for an easy, stress-free
process.
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Book page with crop marks and bleed

Book page trimmed to size

We also require a PDF of the cover. A perfect bound cover PDF is one image containing the front panel, spine
and back panel. The spine width is calculated based on the number of sheets in the book. You can find a
template for your book here.
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This book is written for the first-timers (and even second- or third-timers)
who still find themselves dissatisfied with the process. Herein lies your
no-B.S. guide to navigating the self-publishing process effectively,
leveraging valuable insider tips from someone who has helped
thousands of authors, business owners and information marketers
through publishing and distribution services for their books, CDs and
DVDs, information products, and training and coaching materials.

T O D AY !

Consistently ahead of the curve, Cindy established Vervante to offer selfpublishing options before anyone else. She is passionate about putting
authors in the driver’s seat, helping them get the book they want – on
their terms and without the icky chaos and confusion first-time selfpublishers often experience.

S E L F - P U B L I S H

Choosing a publisher is about more than just price.

It’s about
finding someone to become a part of your team who takes the time to
understand your needs and your vision and who stands beside you to
ensure a positive experience. Cindy Tyler has harnessed her experience
from more than 30 years in the printing business to create Vervante, Inc.
Through her business and this book, she achieves her mission to support
writers and their unique publishing needs.

Self-Publish
TODAY!
A refreshing, no-B.S. blueprint for turning
your book idea into reality and learning
how easy the process really can be.

This is the only self-publishing handbook that dares to get rid of all the
fluff and get right down to the good stuff – step-by-step guidelines and
insider tips. Cindy’s goal of creating a guide that inspires, motivates and
leads authors to that glorious moment of becoming published is realized
in this book.

Read, publish, repeat. It’s that easy.
ISBN: 978-1-4507-7433-8

9 781450 774338

Cindy Tyler

www.vervante.com

C I N DY T Y L E R
Founder and CEO of Vervante

Full cover spread (front, back and spine) for a perfect-bound cover with
bleed and crop marks

Book Formatting:  We recommend professional formatting for your book and cover design.

STARTPRODUCTION

Once you have your print files ready you can upload these from the Send Files link via your Vervante Author
Dashboard.
Within 48 hours our team will download the files, review your specification document and let you know if we
have any questions. If there are no issues with your files, we will add the book to your Vervante Author Account. You will receive an email within 48 hours notifying you that your book is now available for ordering.
We recommend that you order a copy for review. Once you receive the book, you can let us know if you
would like changes. If you want to make changes all you need to do is upload a corrected PDF. And, remember, we don’t charge for changes, there are no set up fees and no minimums.
Still have questions about your perfect bound book? We have plenty of resources available to help answer
these questions for you. Please see additional resources below, and if you still have questions we are here to
help. Just email us at customerservice@vervante.com.
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ADDITIONALRESOURCES
Need book binding samples? Order here.
Download the complete Vervante Product Catalog
Access our full library of Expert Guides
Template for Book Cover
Book Cover & Text Specifications
Publishing Checklist
Buy the Book: Self Publish Today!
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